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THE
MAGHEALY

HEALY QAF

THE PHYSICAL BODY,
ENERGETICS, SPACES + WATERS

Auric Alchemy



MagHealy is the perfect compliment to the
personal Healy. It works through Pulsed Electro-
Magnetic Quantum Analyzed Frequency. It
creates a magnetic field by using two coils within
which can generate two independent frequency
modulated magnetic fields. This is incredibly
synergistic with the personal Healy, essentially
different instruments that when combined create
a harmonious orchestra.
 

what is MagHealy? 

A SHORT VIDEO

WATCH
CLICK TO 

Healy focuses on the bioenergetic field of the individual addressing physical,
mental, emotional + energetic imbalances through frequency specific micro-
current, vector potential + scalar waves. MagHealy works in the magnetic
field harmonizing your body + mind, your environment, and imprinting your
water thru four program categories: Classic, Water, Atmosphere + McMakin. 

You can use both the Healy + the MagHealy individually, both working
through different deliveries and focusing through different selected
frequencies. And, together they create a unique Resonance Effect. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZvXnTJSohw


on        the 
body

the programs

The Classics are foundational to the
MagHealy. You can use them to
create harmonization in the
bioenergetic field. 

A Favorite: 

The Earth's frequency is incredibly
healing and one of the reasons
humans continue to get sicker is our
ever growing disconnect from the
Shumann Resonance (the Earth's
frequency). We can't all spend
hours/day with our bare bodies on
the Earth - but when we do - it is
scientifically proven to reduce
inflammation (a root of dis-ease),
one of the reasons this program is a
crowd favorite, in addition to the
relaxed + grounding vibes. 
 



on       the 
body

Carolyn McMakin uses dual frequencies
to target specific areas on the body. She
has been doing clinical research for
decades with great success and
contributed to the creation of the Mag,
as well as specifically creating this set of
programs. 

After discovering frequency and using it
with patients, she actually left work at a
pain management clinic when they
informed her they didn't want her to
actually cure the patients. See resources
for more info on this powerhouse of a
lady and why these programs are highly
sought after.

A Favorite: 

Vagus Harmony - in our current world
we can all use a little (or a lot of)
nervous system support. Try running
this one on your Mag while also running
Inner Strength on your personal Healy
in the Mental Balance set.

Resources: 
McMakin Frequency Podcast

The Resonance Effect by 
Carolyn McMakin 



atmosphere

The energy of our space actually
accounts for 33% of our connection to
ease, abundance and luck, what is
deemed our Earth Luck. There is no
boundary between you and the
Universal field. Practices like Feng
Shui + aligning with your unique
environment can be simple ways to
offer yourself sweet support and
alignment, as is this set of programs.
PEMF or pulsed electromagnetic
frequency harmonizes the energy in
the environment, and those in it. While
it has a 10ft radius, Marcus speaks
about it like the Butterly effect.
Influencing our environment
influences our own vibration, the
energy around us which ripples out,
the energy of those we encounter, the
energy of those they encounter. It is a
broadcast of high vibes. A contribution
to our World. As is all of the energetic
work (or otherwise) we do for
ourselves. 

A Favorite: 

Chakra Balancing or Energy Cleansing
while meditating, burning sacred
herbs, or doing Breathwork. Energy
cleansing is also good after being sick,
or an argument to clear the vibes. 

the energy of spaces



Water is life.  It is the pathway (along
with the fascia which is crystalline
water) for which electrical signaling  +
frequency travels and traverses our
bodies. It is also memory in our bodies,
a storage house. Water allows us to
deliver all frequencies, so how powerful
to also deliver a set of frequencies to
inform our drinking water, imprinting
the quantum analyzed frequencies
within the memory of the water.  

A Favorite: 
Kidney Harmony - the kidneys are the
house of our Jing or energy. This is why
you will often hear the founder, Marcus
Schmieke, speak about ALL of the
kidney programs as his faves. When our
kidney jing is depleted it results in
faster aging, fear, a lack of energy, an
imbalance of fluids, negative impacts to
many systems including reproductive
health, our cognitive function, our
bones + the foundations of our
constitution.  

Heart Opening is also a big crowd
favorite.   

imprinting  water



imagining a World
where every person,

family + business have a
MagHealy ✨

"Your self love is medicine for the earth. Your healing lifts up the
ocean of existence. When you heal we all heal." -Yung Pueblo


